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Distributed Systems, Summer Term 2015

Problem Set 2

The assignment is due on Tuesday, May 19, 2015, 14.15h. You can either hand it in electronically
(yannic.maus@cs.uni-freiburg.de) or hand it in at the tutorial session itself.

Exercise 1: Happens Before in Shared Memory

Given are n processors and m shared variables. Every processor can access every shared variable with
atomic read and write operations. Define a happens before relation similar to the one for message
passing.

Exercise 2: Unique Maximal Cut Preceeding a Given Cut

Given a schedule S with a cut C. Show that there is a unique consistent cut C ′ of S which precedes
the cut C.

Exercise 3: Happens Before Relation

Let S be a schedule with events a, b and c. Show that if a ;S b and a ;S c holds, then there exists
some causal shuffle S′ of S in which b and c occur before a.

Exercise 4: Logical Clocks

You are given the clique graph on n nodes. Find two executions A and B, in which each node sends
exactly one message to every other node, such that

• the largest Lamport clock value in A is as small as possible and

• the largest Lamport clock value in B is as large as possible.

Exercise 5: Clock Synchronisation

Model:

• n processors connected in a path.

• Hardware clock Hv for each processor, increments are in an interval of [1−ρ, 1 +ρ] (clock drift),

• Logical clock Lv for each processor,

• Message delays are in the interval [0, T ].
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The following (simple) algorithm executed at every processor synchronizes the logical clocks according
to hardware clocks and messages from neighbors.
Algorithm: If no messages are received the logical clock runs as fast as the hardware clock and the
logical clock values are forwarded in every time unit.
If messages from neighbors are received set the logical clock to the maximum of the clock values received
from neighbors and the own clock value; forward new clock values to all neighbors immediately.
Exercise: Give an execution which shows that the maximal skew (the difference between the maxi-
mum and minimum (logical) clock value) (n− 1)T can be obtained.
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